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Don't you want to see the ads? Upgrade Now Related: Cha-cha-cha is a Latin American dance name of Cuban descent. Music of the same name, introduced by Cuban composer and violinist Enrique Jorrín in 1953, has been danced. This rhythm was enhanced by a syncoscope of the fourth rhythm of danzón. The name onomatopoeic, fro
is derived ... read more Cha-cha-cha is the name of a Latin American dance of Cuban origin. Music of the same name, introduced by Cuban composer and violinist Enrique Jorrín in 1953, has been danced. This rhythm was enhanced by a syncoscope of the fourth rhythm of danzón. Its name is onomatopoeic, derived from the rhythm of
güiro (scraper) and mixing of dancers ... read more More artists Don't want to see more track Ads? Upgrade Now More albums are required to display Javascript shouts on this page. Go shout out a Latin dance styles directly on the page, cha-cha (or chachachachá) a slow version of the Cuban danzón or mambo of the 1870s (double
mambo) developed in New York. In the early 50s, important Cuban charangas (great dance orchestras) like Orquesta Aragón were playing cha-cha, and as part of the Latin craze, the dance spread like wildfire through American music culture until nearly every populist band had to add cha-cha to their LPs. Even in the late '60s, when salsa
wanted to take over the Americanized Latino community, many leaders were putting cha-chas on their sets and albums. Read More - Albums 』 Songs 』 Cha-cha you need some songs for dancing? Here are 10 classic and modern ones to choose from!   Cha-cha-cha (or cha-cha for short) is a Cuban dance named after Cuban
composer Enrique Jorrin. Jorrin was a violinist and composer who played danzon, donzonette and danzon-mambo in dance halls in Havana in the 1950s. However, she noticed that many dancers had difficulty keeping up with the rhythm due to the syncopeed rhythm of danzo-mambo. His solution was to create music that dancers could
easily dance to – a three-step errand that created the cha-cha-cha sound. Cha-cha is usually danced to authentic Cuban music, Latin Pop or Latin Rock. The basic pattern of this dance includes taking a step controlled forward with the lead left foot, and then the weight is rotated to the right leg in the third stroke. The lead partner then
makes the same move that keeps two dancers equally close to each other. Other movements such as thrings and position change can also be made. Although cha-cha may require some practice, an easy enough dance to perform. If you are practicing dancing at home or just looking for some great songs for cha-cha dancing, we have a
great selection below. Michael Buble - Save Dance for Me Actually The Drifters has become a popular dance song that Save the Last Dance for Me performing cha-cha dancers fall in love with. European pop star Dalida, country singer Emmylou Harris and the elegant Dolly Parton also performed the song. However, the michael buble
cover is most often played in dance halls for easy, cha-cha-friendly rhythm. The song was written by Doc Pomus, who unfortunately suffers from polio and therefore needs crutches to walk around. It's a song he wrote for his wife, who likes to dance. In the song, she asks him who he dances with on the dance floor, it's always the Doctor
who's going to do the last dance with him. Santana – Oye Como Va This song was written by salsa legend Tito Puente in the early 50s. The original version was very popular in the Latino community, but it was Santana's cover that brought the song and Tito Puente to a wider international audience. The song has very few lyrics, Oye com
ova me ritmo, bueno pa gozar, Mulatta. Listen to my rhythm, good for fun, mulata. Mulata is a woman of Caucasian and Negro-African descent. Enrique Iglesias - Bailamos Bailamos literally translates we dance or let's dance, and this makes a great song for instant cha-cha dancing. The song is a seductive dance floor, ingesting the
protagonist to come with him to a female dance floor. He wants them both to take over their freedom while they dance through the night. Lou Bega - Angelina We have no way we can make a playlist of cha-cha songs without one of Lou Bega's biggest hits! Angelina is a song written specifically for cha-cha, as you can see in the lyrics. In
this song, the singer begs Angelina to be with him. She wants to spend all night with him, with dinner and cha-cha (perhaps vertically varied) dancing all night long. Catchy, blatantly sexual, and still one of the biggest modern hits cha-cha dancers love to dance to. With its net beat, it's also a great song for those who are just starting to
learn cha-cha. Jennifer Lopez- Let's Get Loud Jennifer Lopez borrows the angel voice for all cha-cha lovers out there with this party track. Let's Get Loud was written by the legendary Gloria Estefan with Kike Santander. To critics, it's a fiery, emotional song that fits Jennifer Lopez's personality. In terms of lyrics, it's about releasing and
living your life the way you want. The song encourages the listener to treat life like a party where you can dance, regardless of the rhythm it throws at you. This makes a great optimistic song to dance to! Jessica Jay - Chilly Cha Cha Most of the songs on this list want to rely on beat to know when to dance every step of the way. But It's a
fun dance floor, whether it's rhythm, lyrics. His optimistic and fast pace really allows you to get heart rate pumping, perhaps best to dance to this song that once you have dominated the cha-cha steps. However, if you are just looking for a practical optimist and modern cha-cha song in rhythm, Jessica Jay's Chilly Cha cha is the best song
to dance to! Marc Antony - Dimelo If you are a Latin dance hall regular, there is no way this song does not have heart! Beat really takes action and can even encourage a few adventurers to try cha-cha steps. And in addition, Marc Antony's sensual voice will make you feel wild and passionate with your partner while dancing! If you are not
familiar with the title of this song, you may know better as You Need to Know in its English version. Dimelo literally means Tell me in Spanish. Santana feat. Rob Thomas - Smooth if you need a song that will leave all the warm and uncomfortable feeling like dancing, there is another melody to open! Smooth is a fiery Latin rock song that
Thomas re-wrote for his wife, Marison Maldonado. There's a line in the lyrics that says you're my Spanish Harlem Mona Lisa. This line is taken references to Elton John's Mona Lisas and Mad Hatters, a line from Ben E. King's Spanish Harlem. Luis Fonsi and Daddy Yankee feat. Justin Beiber - Despacito If you're reading this list in 2017,
we're sure you're familiar with one of the most catchy hits of the year. Despacito is undoubtedly one of the most iconic songs of the year, with more than 20 million views on YouTube. However, for cha-cha lovers, it's a great modern song with the perfect rhythm! Michael Buble - Sway we started this list with Buble, and we are also closing
off with Buble. It may have been written and initially recorded by Dean Martin, but the michael Buble release brought it close to the hearts of both modern listeners and dancers. Simply put, it's a song about dancing. The singer began to fall in love with her dance partner due to the disappearance of other dancers on the dance floor. It's like
they're the only two people on the dance floor. It's time to practice cha-cha with dance pieces! Whether you want to dance to the ultra-catchy Despacito, sexy and voluptuous Dimelo, or the hit party piece Let's Get Loud, we're sure you'll find the perfect cha-cha song on this extensive list! Cha Cha originated in Cuba in the 1950s. Common
steps are two, three, cha-cha-cha. Cha Cha is best danced with a beat per minute around 112-128 BPM. However, if you are learning Cha Cha, you can start with about 100 BPM songs. Of course faster singing, more applications are required. Either way, enjoy our list of Cha Cha wedding dance songs. Whether you're looking for a dance
song or a dance song to fill the dance floor, we protected you. Similar playlists to read more:Cowboy Cha Cha songsSwing Songs wedding night club is a reader-supported website of two-step songsCha Cha Cha Wedding SongsMy Wedding Songs.  As an Amazon Associate, we get qualified purchases revenue. Familiar – Liam Payne, J.
Balvin 2018, Album Familiar Havana – Camila Cabello feat. Young Thug 2018, Camila If It Feels Good (Then It Must Be) – Leon Bridges 2018, Good Thing Dance – DNCE 2018, Dance 24K Magic – Bruno Mars 2016, 24K Magic Don't Worry – Madcon feat. Ray Dalton 2015, Published as Tek I Wrong – Nico &amp; Vinz 2014, Black
Elephant Star El Pollito Cha Cha – Pulcino Pio 2013 , El Pollito Pío Y Sus Amigos Blurred Lines - Robin Thicke feat. T.I., Pharrell 2013, Blurred Lines Tik Tok - Kesha 2010, Animal Moves like Jagger - Maroon 5 feat. Christina Aguilera 2010, Hands All Over OMG – Usher feat. Will.I.Am 2010, Raymond v. Raymond Break Your Heart - Taio
Cruz feat. Ludacris 2009, Rokstarr Down – Jay Sean feat. Lil Wayne 2009, All or Nothing Just Dance – Lady Gaga feat. Colby O'Donis 2008, The Fame Glamorous – Fergie feat. Ludacris 2006, The Dutchess Sway – Michael Bublé 2003, Michael Bublé Bésame Mama – Poncho Sanchez feat. Mongo Santamaria 1999, Latin Soul Smooth
– Santana With Rob Thomas 1999, Supernatural Bailamos – Enrique Iglesias 1998, Cosas del Amor I Need to Know – Marc Anthony 1999, Marc Anthony Chilly Cha – Jessica Jay 1998, Chilly Cha Two Pina Coladas – Garth Brooks 1997, Sevens One Night At A Time George 1999 – George Strait 197 , Carrying His Love with My Maria –
Brooks &amp; Dunn 1996 , Borderline What Is Love – Haddaway 1993, The Album Everybody Loves to Cha Cha Cha – James Taylor 1991, New Moon Shine Kokomo – The Beach Boys 1988, Cocktail Soundtrack Billie Jean – Michael Jackson 1982, Thriller September – Earth, Wind &amp; Fire 1971, Earth, Wind &amp; Fire Oye Como
Va – Santana 1970, Abraxas cha cha listens to our playlist Spotify.Do do you listen to your favorite Cha Cha songs for weddings? Be sure to comment on the song below. Wedding Song Ideas Monthly Delivery! Monthly!
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